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Abstract

Context. Stripped envelope supernovae (SE SNe) of Type Ib and Type Ic are though to result from explosions of massive stars having
lost their outer hydrogen envelopes. The favoured explosion mechanism is by core-collapse, with the shock later revived by neutrino
heating. However, there is an upper limit to the amount of radioactive 56Ni that such models can accomplish. Recent literature point
to a tension between the maximum luminosity from such simulations and the observed values.
Aims. We use a well characterized sample of SE SNe from the Bright Transient Survey (BTS) using the Zwicky Transient Facility
(ZTF). The aim is to scrutinize the observational caveats regarding estimating the maximum luminosity (and thus the amount of
ejected radioactive nickel) for the members of this sample.
Methods. We employ the strict selection criteria for the BTS sample to collect a sample of spectroscopically classified normal
Type Ibc SNe for which we use the ZTF light curves to determine the maximum luminosity. We cull the sample further based on
data quality, light-curve shape, distance and colors, and examine uncertainties that may affect the numbers. The methodology of the
sample construction from this BTS sample can be used for many other future investigations.
Results. We present and analyze observational data, consisting of optical light curves and spectra, for the selected sub-samples. In
total we use 129 Type Ib or Type Ic BTS SNe with an initial luminosity distribution peaked at Mr = −17.61± 0.72, and where 36%
are apparently brighter than the theoretically predicted maximum brightness of Mr = −17.8. When we further cull this sample to
ensure the SNe are normal Type Ibc with good LC data within the Hubble flow the sample of 94 objects has Mr = −17.64 ± 0.54.
A main uncertainty in absolute magnitude determinations for SNe is the host galaxy extinction correction, but the reddened objects
only get more luminous after corrections. If we simply exclude objects with unusual or uncertain colors, we are left with 14 objects at
Mr = −17.90±0.73, whereof a handful are most certainly brighter than the limit. The main result of this study is thus that a number
of SNe Ibc do indeed reach luminosities above 1042.6 erg s−1, apparently in conflict with existing explosion models.

Key words. supernovae: general – supernovae: individual: SN 2019ieh, SN 2019lfj, SN 2019qvt, SN 2020abqx, SN 2018ddu,
SN 2020aut, SN 2021dwg, SN 2021jao, SN 2019bgl, SN 2020bcq, SN 2019uff, SN 2019orb, SN 2020bpf, SN 2020ksa

1. Introduction1

Core-collapse (CC) supernovae (SNe) are the final explosions of2
massive stars (& 8 M�). Hydrogen-poor SNe represent CC in3
such stars that had lost most - or even all - of their envelopes prior4
to explosion. This includes Type IIb SNe (some H left), SNe Ib5
(no H, some He), and SNe Ic (neither H nor He); collectively we6
will refer to these as stripped envelope (SE) SNe.7

Even though SE SNe are relatively rare (e.g., Li et al.8
2011; Graur et al. 2017), there now exists a fair number of9
well observed objects. Presentations of such samples have high-10
lighted how simple analytical models, such as that initiated by11
Arnett (1982), provide reasonable matches with the observed12
light curves. Collecting sizeable samples, such exercises have13
revealed that the estimated ejecta masses are relatively low, of-14
ten seen as an argument for binary interaction playing a ma-15
jor role in the stripping of the progenitor stars (Lyman et al.16
2016; Taddia et al. 2015, 2018, 2019; Prentice et al. 2016, 2019;17
Drout et al. 2011; Barbarino et al. 2021). The other main re-18
sult from these studies is that the amount of ejected radioac-19
tive nickel is typically larger than for normal Type II SNe. The20
mean value from the recent sample of Type Ic SNe from the21
iPTF survey (Barbarino et al. 2021) for example, concluded that22
M56Ni = 0.19± 0.03 M�.23

A literature compilation by Anderson (2019) calculated24
a median M56Ni = 0.032 M�for SNe II, and 0.163 and25

0.155 M�for SNe Ib and Ic, respectively. That study was re- 26
peated and augmented by Meza & Anderson (2020) concluding 27
that there exists a real, intrinsic difference in the amount of ra- 28
dioactive nickel between SNe II and SE SNe, even if the exact 29
numbers are sensitive to the methodology. 30

Our paper takes two modeling studies as the starting point. 31
Exploiting state-of-the-art neutrino-driven explosion models for 32
massive helium stars that have been evolved including mass loss, 33
Ertl et al. (2020) note that for standard assumptions regarding the 34
explosions and nucleosynthesis, their models predict light curves 35
that are typically fainter than the commonly observed SNe Ib and 36
Ic. Their upper limit on the peak luminosity is 1042.6 erg s−1. 37
They remark that many SNe Ibc appear to be too luminous to be 38
made by their neutrino-driven models, and propose that magne- 39
tars could be a promising alternative to power these supernovae, 40
rather than, or in addition to, radioactivity. Alternatively, they 41
suggest that observers could pay more attention to e.g., bolo- 42
metric corrections, Malmquist bias or evidence for circumstellar 43
interaction that could overestimate the reported peak luminosi- 44
ties. 45

Following Ertl et al. (2020), Woosley et al. (2021) aug- 46
mented that study by adding detailed radiation transport. Using 47
the code SEDONA they explored the same explosion models and 48
could translate the limits on ejected nickel mass and bolometric 49
luminosity to maximum light in common filter pass bands. They 50
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have no models brighter than Mr = −17.8 (or Mg > −17.5).51
The bottom line in Woosley et al. (2021) is that most SE SNe52
are best understood in “a traditional scenario of binary mass53
exchange, neutrino-powered explosions without rotation, and54
radioactivity-illuminated light curves”. They thus seem less keen55
to lean on the magnetar solution, even though they acknowledge56
that a sizeable fraction of the SE SNe might be out of reach (too57
bright) for their models.58

Also Woosley et al. (2021) occasionally discuss observa-59
tional uncertainties, such as if some specific SNe might have60
had their host extinction over-estimated, whether some are re-61
ally “normal” Type Ibc SNe, if the bolometric light curves (LCs)62
have been improperly assembled or if too simplistic modeling63
has been used to derive the amount of radioactive nickel. They64
explicitly encourage observers to undertake new surveys and65
compare to their predicted pass-band LCs. Taking up that baton,66
our paper has a simple single goal in trying to address this ques-67
tion: Does a reasonable number of well-observed normal SNe68
Ibc reach peak luminosities in excess of Mr = −17.8 even if69
carefully assessing e.g., for distance and extinction? We explore70
which caveats such an investigation must consider.71

We make use of the sample of SE SNe (Type Ib and Ic,72
collectively labeled SNe Ibc) provided by the Zwicky Transient73
Facility (ZTF, Graham et al. 2019; Bellm et al. 2019). In partic-74
ular, Fremling et al. (2020) introduced the ZTF Bright Transient75
Survey (BTS), which provides a large and purely magnitude-76
limited sample of extragalactic transients in the northern sky,77
suitable for detailed statistical and demographic analysis. The78
early results of this survey were presented by Perley et al. (2020),79
also introducing a webb-based portal open to the public where80
specific sub samples can be constructed. We used this BTS sam-81
ple explorer1 to collect all Type Ibc SNe within the BTS. This82
is also an explicit purpose of this paper, to advocate the public83
BTS sample and to show how it can be used to address a specific84
scientific question.85

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the86
observations and explain the sample selection based on our op-87
tical photometry and spectroscopy. Section 3 presents a discus-88
sion of the different caveats in determining absolute magnitudes,89
including distances and extinction for this subsample. Finally,90
Sect. 4 presents our conclusions and a short discussion where91
we put our results in context.92

2. Observations and Sample93

2.1. Survey and Selection of sample94

All photometric observations in this paper were conducted with95
the Palomar Schmidt 48-inch (P48) Samuel Oschin telescope96
as part of the ZTF survey, using the ZTF camera (Dekany97
et al. 2020). The light curves from the P48 come from the ZTF98
pipeline (Masci et al. 2019). All magnitudes are reported in the99
AB system.100

The BTS SNe are regularly reported to the Transient Name101
Server (TNS2), and the LCs can be displayed using the above102
mentioned BTS sample explorer, which we use to construct our103
sample. We note again that the BTS is an untargeted sample of104
SNe that is virtually spectroscopically complete down to a mag-105
nitude of 18.5 (Perley et al. 2020).106

The aim of the paper is to explore to what extent there exist107
normal Type Ibc SNe that exceed the maximum brightness pre-108
dicted by the models mentioned in the introduction. Our main109

1 https://sites.astro.caltech.edu/ztf/bts/explorer.php
2 https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il

aim is therefore not to construct a complete and non-biased sam- 110
ple. Such a sample would of course be interesting to compare 111
the average properties of SNe Ibc with the models, but would 112
require greater care in terms of completeness and corrections for 113
Malmquist bias. We take a simpler approach in this paper. Our 114
aim is a reasonable number (O(10)) of normal bright SE SNe, 115
large enough to not be biased by statistical outliers. More explicit 116
investigations on the sample luminosity-function, light-curve pa- 117
rameters and extinction-correction properties are planned for fu- 118
ture work. 119

Important for the selection is to have good enough data to 120
construct the LCs, measure the peak luminosity, and ensure that 121
the object is indeed a normal SN Ibc, both in terms of LC and 122
spectra. In the first initial construction of the sample, we use the 123
BTS explorer criteria provided in Table 1. The full BTS database 124
included 4496 objects classified as SNe, whereof 3038 were SNe 125
that passed these cuts3. This included 218 SE SNe. The quality 126
cuts in Table 1 ensure for example that our objects have data 127
both before and after peak, and that the object was not detected 128
too early in the survey when uncontaminated templates were not 129
available. 130

From that initial list we meticulously exclude candidates that 131
do not fulfill the next sets of selection criteria. Since the BTS 132
explorer includes > 100 SNe Ibc, we can allow for rather strict 133
cuts. These are based on data quality and are not supposed to 134
bias the sample, more than in the requirement that the selected 135
SNe are normal SNe Ibc. Note in particular that luminosity is 136
not explicitly used in the sample cuts. We further request that 137
the classification Type is either Type Ib or a Type Ic. We thus 138
remove all of the following types from the sample; Types Ic- 139
BL, Ibn, Icn, IIb or Ib/c or Ib-pec, as well as anything labeled 140
with a question mark. This excludes objects where other power- 141
ing mechanism could be at play, such as shock cooling, circum- 142
stellar matter (CSM) interaction or a central engine. The ”Ib/c” 143
class on BTS represents objects for which a separation into ei- 144
ther Type Ib or Type Ic could not be made based on the quality of 145
the spectrum. For purity, we simply remove these from our sam- 146
ple as well. Finally, a few objects had different classifications on 147
TNS as compared to our internal marshall (Fritz). We removed 148
these as well4. This gave in the end 53 SNe Ib and 76 SNe Ic, 149
in total 129 Type Ibc SNe. The selection cuts are provided in 150
Table 2. 151

This sample that fulfills our first set of BTS sample criteria 152
is used to construct an initial luminosity function. The absolute 153
peak luminosity function for these supernovae, with magnitudes 154
as provided from the BTS, is presented in Fig. 1 in black full 155
lines. These BTS absolute magnitudes are computed using the 156
observed peak, given the observed redshift and Milky Way ex- 157
tinction, and applies a basic k-correction. This is already a sig- 158
nificant result given the untargeted nature and the large size of 159
the survey, and that the selection criteria used are mainly depen- 160
dent on data quality and cadence. The sample and the luminosity 161
function is then further refined throughout the rest of the paper. 162

2.1.1. Photometry cuts 163

As the next assessment on the SE SN luminosity function, we 164
proceed with those SNe that have good quality light curves. At 165
this stage, we performed forced photometry (Masci et al. 2019; 166

3 Queried on 2021 06 28.
4 This excluded the very bright Type Ib/c SN 2019jyn which clearly

also challenges the conventional explosion models (Fraser et al. in
preparation).
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Figure 1: Luminosity function for Type Ibc SNe. The figure shows the number of objects per absolute magnitude bin (Mr) for
different sample selections. The black distribution is for the 129 SNe Ibc initially selected from the BTS explorer and using the
absolute magnitudes from that site. This distribution has an average and standard deviation of Mr = −17.61± 0.72 mag. The blue
dashed distribution is for the 94 SNe Ibc kept after additional quality cuts have been implemented. These magnitudes are measured
using GP on forced photometry data and yield Mr = −17.64 ± 0.54 mag. The red distribution of the final 14 normal SNe Ibc has
an average and standard deviation of Mr = −17.89 ± 0.73 mag. The vertical black dashed line is the upper limit of Mr = −17.8
from Woosley et al. (2021).

Yao et al. 2019) for the remaining SE SN subsample. For those167
resulting LCs, we furthermore require the following data quality168
cuts:169

– At least 6 epochs of photometry in either g or r band.170
– At least 3 epochs of g − r (sampled within ±3 days).171
– Photometry available both before and after peak within ±3172

days of estimated time of peak brightness.173
– Photometry accurate enough so that we can determine the174

peak luminosity to better than 10% (0.1 mag).175

These steps were accomplished using a Gaussian Processing176
(GP) algorithm5 to interpolate the photometric data. The num-177
ber of SNe that remains after each sample cut is presented in178
Table 2. We note again that selecting on cadence and data qual-179
ity should not bias the sample in preferring some specific classes180
of SE SNe before others, or deselecting particular environments.181
There is, however, a Malmquist-like selection in that intrinsi-182
cally very faint or fast transients will on average have less good-183
quality data. For the purpose of this study of the bright end of184
the luminosity function, where we want to find out if there ex-185
ists bright SNe, this is not a problem – but we note that there186
may exist a population of fainter, nickel-poor SE SNe that are187
underrepresented or missing from this compilation. Fremling et188
al. (in prep.) are exploring ways to find such transients by their189
early shock-breakout cooling emission. The rationale for requir-190
ing two bands at this stage is that we also want to be able to191
construct bolometric LCs and to assess the host extinction, see192
below (Sect. 3.3 and 3.2). Only 10 objects were removed in this193
step, mostly since we had already done cuts on the data in the194
first selection (Table 1).195

5 https://george.readthedocs.io

2.1.2. Distance cuts 196

Distances are a major uncertainty in all estimates of absolute lu- 197
minosities and thus nickel masses. This is paradoxically often 198
true for the most nearby, and therefore best observed, SNe in the 199
literature - simply because in the local universe the peculiar mo- 200
tions of nearby galaxies make the relative distance uncertainties 201
larger. To avoid SNe with large uncertainties from their distance 202
estimates we therefore require that the SNe are distant enough 203
to be in the Hubble flow (z > 0.015). None of the nearby hosts 204
had a distance estimate from e.g., Cepheids. This excludes seven 205
rather well observed SNe6. 206

Redshifts were converted to distances using a flat cosmology 207
with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 and Ωm = 0.3. The rationale 208
for this cut and the remaining uncertainties from these distance 209
estimates to the absolute and bolometric magnitudes are further 210
discussed in Sect. 3.1. 211

2.1.3. Milky Way reddening 212

In our analysis we correct all photometry for Galactic extinction, 213
using the Milky Way (MW) color excess E(B − V )MW toward 214
the position of the SNe, as provided in Table 3. These are all ob- 215
tained from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). All reddening correc- 216
tions are applied using the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law 217
with RV = 3.1. Supernovae experiencing significant amount of 218
Galactic extinction (AV > 1.0 mag) were already deselected 219
in the BTS Explorer search (Table 1). For this exercise, we fur- 220
thermore remove SNe for which the MW extinction correction 221
AV > 0.5 mag, see Table 2. The argument is simply that larger 222
corrections imply larger uncertainties. The corrections for dust 223

6 ZTF20aaelulu, ZTF20acpjqxp, ZTF21abcgaln, ZTF20aavzffg,
ZTF21aaqhhfu, ZTF21aaxtctv, ZTF21aaaadmo.
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Figure 2: Colors and color cuts for the sample selections of Type Ibc SNe. The figure shows the absolute peak magnitudes (Mr in
the upper and Mg in the lower panel) for the 94 SNe selected versus their MW corrected colors in g − r at ∼ 10 days after peak,
when these transients have the most uniform color distribution (Stritzinger et al. 2018). The grey box includes those 14 SNe kept in
the final sample as normal SNe Ibc where uncertainties in the extinction corrections are smaller. The color coding is explained in
the main text. The horisontal dashed lines represent the maximum luminosities (Mg = −17.5, Mr = −17.8) according to Woosley
et al. (2021). Note that the data points also have uncertainties in magnitudes assigned, according to the error propagation in Sect. 3.4.

Figure 3: Light curves of the final sample of 14 Type Ibc SNe plotted in separate panels. We plot g- (green squares) and r-band (red
circles) photometry in absolute AB magnitudes. These are corrected for distance and MW extinction. The x-axis gives rest frame
days since estimated explosion date, where the redshifts and explosion dates are provided in Tables 3 and 4. The dashed lines are
the GP interpolations with error regions that were used to estimate peak explosion magnitudes and their uncertainties. Black arrows
on top indicate that this is an epoch where we also have obtained spectroscopy.
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Figure 4: The distribution of deduced ejecta masses of 56Ni for the final sample of 14 SNe (in red) as well as including an estimate
also for the sample of 94 objects (in dashed blue). This was estimated following the procedures outlined in Sect. 3.3.

in the host galaxies is discussed below (Sect. 3.2). This removed224
six objects (Table 2).225

2.1.4. Light curve properties226

To furthermore make sure we select only normal SE SNe,227
since these are what we want to compare against, we made228
LC fits using a functional form used for SNe also in229
Taddia et al. (2015, see their fig. 8). This was done using230
scipy.optimize.curve.fit and we require the fit to231
have χ2 < 2 per degree of freedom. This step is made to avoid232
SNe with LC bumps, signs of CSM interaction, or just too poor233
photometry. This removed only a few SNe7.234

In this exercise we also use the LC fit with the analytical235
function to characterise the rise and decline parameters (again236
following the study of Taddia et al. 2015). In order to estimate237
the actual rise time with respect to an estimated time of explosion238
(first light), we followed the methodology employed by Miller239
et al. (2020) using both the pre-explosion upper limits and the240
rising part of the LC. Comparing the τfall vs τrise distributions241
with those of the SDSS sample (Taddia et al. 2015), and in par-242
ticular investigating the rise-time distribution, we decided to re-243
move objects with τrise > 8 days. This effectively also removed244
all objects with trise > 35 days8. Again, the selection is made245
to focus this study on the normal population of SNe Ibc. Slow-246
rising SE SNe are by themselves also of large interest, in partic-247
ular for understanding the population of single massive stars as248
progenitors, but for the scope of this investigation such objects249
are de-selected.250

7 Including the double peaked SN 2019cad (Gutiérrez et al. 2021),
and the unusual SN 2018ijp (Tartaglia et al. 2021).

8 Whereas τrise measures how fast the LC rises pre-peak according
to the formalism of Bazin et al. (2011), trise measures the actual time
from estimated explosion time to peak luminosity.

Out of the initial 129 SE SNe, 94 remained after the above 251
mentioned cuts. The absolute peak luminosity function for these 252
supernovae is also presented in Fig. 1 (dashed blue lines). This is 253
already a significant contribution to the knowledge of the Type 254
Ibc luminosity function, and the sample compares well with for 255
example the recently published large iPTF sample of 44 SNe Ic 256
by Barbarino et al. (2021), and with a much higher degree of 257
control on the selection functions. The results will be discussed 258
further in the next sections, but for now we proceed to a final cull 259
of our sample. 260

2.1.5. Host galaxy extinction 261

The final cut is made to remove objects with different colors than 262
the main population of SNe Ibc. The main rationale here being 263
that we want to avoid large corrections for host-galaxy extinc- 264
tion. This is possibly and probably the largest uncertainties that 265
could be ingested from the observational side, over-correcting 266
for extinction would make the SNe too luminous, which could 267
be a reason for the apparent discrepancy between model predic- 268
tions and observations. 269

A very red color for the MW-extinction corrected SN LC 270
probably indicates significant host-galaxy extinction. There are a 271
number of ways to compensate for this, as discussed in Sect. 3.2, 272
but all of the methods come with a (fairly large) degree of uncer- 273
tainty. 274

To exclude cases where extinction corrections would come 275
with a large uncertainty, we simply deselect objects that are too 276
red (g − r > 0.64 + 0.13 mag) at 10 days past peak, and also 277
cut out objects that are significantly bluer (g − r < 0.64− 0.13 278
mag) than the rest of the sample at this phase. We furthermore 279
reject objects where the color information is simply not accu- 280
rate enough to reliably perform these cuts, i.e. we reject any ob- 281
ject for which we can not estimate (g − r) at 10 days past peak 282
with an accuracy better than 0.2 mag. This is clearly one of the 283
most severe cuts in the sample selection, removing 59+5+16 ob- 284
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jects, where only 14 remains (Table 2). The rationale for these285
cuts and the remaining uncertainties are further discussed in286
Sect. 3.2. The selection is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the grey287
area shows the typical colors of SE SNe at 10 days past peak,288
g − r = 0.64 ± 0.13 mag (Stritzinger et al. 2018). The objects289
that survive this final cut are marked with black symbols. The290
red symbols constitute the majority of the objects, which have291
redder colors. The notion that they are also dimmed by extinc-292
tion is supported by the fact that they are typically fainter than293
the bluer SNe; there is a clear trend visible in this figure. Instead294
of attempting to correct for this dimming, in this paper we con-295
servatively simply remove all of these objects. We stress that296
this is very cautious with respect to the purpose of this study, the297
red objects would only become brighter with host extinction cor-298
rection (Sect. 3.5.2). The green symbols in Fig. 2 show the ob-299
jects that were removed because the GP photometry at +10 days300
had too large uncertainties on the color. Finally, we note a sub-301
population of bright and blue objects, marked with blue sym-302
bols in the upper left corner of the figure. Including these objects303
would again make our average SN Ibc magnitude brighter, and304
the required mass of radioactive material larger. Conservatively,305
we remove them on the basis that they do not have normal colors306
according to Stritzinger et al. (2018).307

The final selection leaves us with only 14 SNe. The proper-308
ties of these SNe, with regards to the selection criteria detailed309
above, are provided in Table 3. We have checked the spectra for310
these objects, and confirm that they are all best fit with these311
subclasses of SNe.312

3. Discussion313

The properties of the final sample of SNe Ibc are listed in314
Table 3. Since ZTF obtain regular photometry in g, r (and i)315
bands, these sample SNe have relatively well-measured explo-316
sion times, rise times and decline times. We measure these pa-317
rameters and list them in Table 4.318

In Fig. 3 we show their LCs in absolute magnitudes. The319
magnitudes are in the AB system and have been corrected for320
distance modulus and MW extinction. They are plotted versus321
rest frame days past estimated explosion epoch. This final abso-322
lute magnitude distribution is included in Fig. 1.323

Next we briefly discuss some of the selection cuts and the324
corrections and their uncertainties, given the main aim of this325
investigation. We make an effort to quantify the uncertainties326
involved in the different steps, to be able to propagate these to327
the final luminosity function.328

3.1. Distance estimates329

Clearly, an important uncertainty in estimating absolute lu-330
minosities (and nickel masses) for SNe is the uncertainties331
in the distance estimates. Such uncertainties are often under-332
appreciated in the SN literature. In particular, many studies focus333
on nearby objects where good data quality is easier to acquire,334
but where the relative uncertainties due to peculiar motions of335
the host galaxies can be considerable.336

As an example, we mention SN 2020oi (ZTF20aaelulu), a337
nearby Type Ic SN that was part of our initial BTS sample of338
SNe Ibc. For SN 2020oi in the host galaxy M100, Horesh et al.339
(2020) adopted a distance of 14 Mpc, corresponding to a dis-340
tance modulus of 30.72±0.06 mag. For an Arnett type of model,341
the nickel mass basically scales linearly with peak luminosity342
and a distance modulus uncertainty of 0.06 translates to a rela-343
tive uncertainty on the ejected nickel mass of 5.5%.344

However, the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED9) in- 345
cludes multiple different distance estimates for this (and many 346
other) nearby host. Following Steer (2020), a conservative un- 347
certainty from median combining many of those estimates would 348
be 16.4 ± 2.35 Mpc, which would correspond to an uncertainty 349
in the nickel mass of 29%. Actually, the second published pa- 350
per on SN 2020oi use a distance of 16.22 Mpc (Rho et al. 2021). 351
They quote a nickel mass with an uncertainty of 15%, but we 352
note that the difference in distance as adopted by these two stud- 353
ies amounts to 33% difference in flux. Somewhat ironically, the 354
studies reach similar conclusions since they also adopt different 355
amounts of host extinction, which in this case happen to work in 356
the direction of decreasing the differences. Note that SN 2020oi 357
would also have been deselected from our sample due to the 358
large host extinction, which makes it difficult to accurately de- 359
termine the intrinsic luminosity. 360

ZTF is an untargeted survey. Therefore, in contrast to most 361
previous samples of SE SNe, we are not biased towards the 362
nearby and large galaxies. The redshift distribution of our (94 363
object) sample has a mean value and rms of 0.036±0.003, which 364
means that peculiar velocities for the host galaxies are of less im- 365
portance. Estimating a typical peculiar velocity of 300 km s−1 366
(Davis et al. 2011) means that for our cut-off value z = 0.015 we 367
have an uncertainty on cz of< 7% whereas for the mean redshift 368
of the sample (z = 0.036 within the errors for the three sam- 369
ples) gives a typical flux error of 3%. For our distance estimate 370
uncertainties for the individual SNe in the final sample we use 371
an individual uncertainty from peculiar velocities of 150 km s−1 372
and for the cosmology we include a systematic uncertainty of 373
±3 km s−1 Mpc−1 on the Hubble constant (Sect. 3.4). 374

3.2. Host extinction 375

Correcting for host extinction is probably the most difficult part 376
in determining the luminosity function for any type of SN. 377
Barbarino et al. (2021) used two different approaches for their 378
recent SN Ibc sample, both from narrow absorption lines of 379
Na I D in the spectra, and by using the SN colors to correct for 380
reddening. There are pros and cons with both of these, and they 381
are certainly both affected by uncertainties. Overall, on a sam- 382
ple level, the main results of Barbarino et al. (2021) were not 383
much affected by the choice of method, but for the individual SN 384
the actual correction can vary substantially. It is widely accepted 385
that there is some relation between deep host-galaxy sodium ab- 386
sorption lines and the amount of extinction, but the scatter is 387
large and the implementations differ (e.g., Turatto et al. 2003; 388
Poznanski et al. 2012; Blondin et al. 2009; Phillips et al. 2013). 389
For the ZTF SNe we have generally rather low-quality spectra, 390
and we will not adopt these methods. 391

The other methodology is to make us of the fact that SNe 392
Ibc often have similar colors at some phase after peak. This 393
was first noted by Drout et al. (2011) and was further devel- 394
oped by Stritzinger et al. (2018) and implemented by Taddia 395
et al. (2018), using a well observed sample of SNe from the 396
Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP). The basic assumption here 397
is the uniformity of these events, and interpreting redder events 398
as being affected by host galaxy extinction. The investigations of 399
Stritzinger et al. (2018) and Taddia et al. (2018) defined a range 400
of colors for normal, un-reddened SNe Ibc, and these are the cuts 401
we have adopted on the uncertainties and actual colors at 10 days 402
past peak (Fig. 2, Table 2). 403

9 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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However, in this paper we remain cautious on the actual404
and quantitative host-reddening correction. Our conservative ap-405
proach is therefore to not apply any correction for host galaxy406
reddening, and simply remove the objects for which such a cor-407
rection would have been needed. This culls a large fraction of our408
sample, but also alleviate the main problem. Figure 2 illustrates409
the situation, where absolute magnitudes in the r band (Mr, top)410
and g band (Mg , bottom) is plotted versus MW corrected colors411
at 10 days past peak. The black vertical line shows g− r = 0.64412
mag which is the normal unreddened color for SNe Ibc, and the413
grey region shows the 1σ deviation on this number (±0.13 mag)414
from the studies of the CSP sample. The red symbols show the415
large fraction of SNe that have redder colors and are therefore416
suspected to be affected by host galaxy reddening. These are ex-417
cluded from the final sample. On the left hand there are also a418
number of SNe (5) that have bluer colors than the typical SN Ibc.419
These are marked with blue symbols and are also de-selected420
(Sect. 3.2, Table 2).421

We note that there is indeed a correlation between absolute422
magnitude in these two bands and color at 10 days. The slope of423
the correlation is also larger in the g band, as expected if this is424
primarily due to extinction by dust.425

3.3. Luminosities and Bolometric corrections426

As a final exercise, we attempt to construct bolometric LCs427
for our final sample and use analytic expressions to estimate428
the amount of radioactive 56Ni needed to power the peaks of429
these LCs. We follow the procedure outlined by Lyman et al.430
(2014) in order to construct the bolometric LCs from the g and431
r filter band LCs. This is a well established procedure for nor-432
mal Type Ib and Type Ic SNe, and we have secured that our433
final objects constitute such a sample. We thereafter estimate434
the nickel-mass following a simple Arnett model (Arnett 1982;435
Tartaglia et al. 2021). This provides final bolometric luminosi-436
ties with corresponding nickel masses of MNi = 0.25 ± 0.05437
M�for the sample of 14 SNe Ibc. This compares well with the438
values from the investigation of Barbarino et al. (2021), with439
MNi = 0.19± 0.03 M� for 41 SNe Ic, which used a similar ap-440
proach. These estimated nickel masses are shown in Fig. 4. The441
sample of 94 has a mean value of MNi = 0.16 M�, but remem-442
ber also that no host extinction corrections were applied. We note443
here that there is an ongoing discussion on to what extent the444
simple models used here infers a realistic nickel mass, and other445
alternatives have been suggested (Dessart et al. 2016; Khatami446
& Kasen 2019; Afsariardchi et al. 2020). This is the reason why447
we mainly stick to the pass-band magnitudes in this observa-448
tional paper, to directly compare with the predictions from the449
radiation transport of Woosley et al. (2021).450

3.4. Error propagation451

Apart from presenting mean values and rms uncertainties on the452
absolute magnitudes for the sample populations, we have also453
propagated the uncertainties for the individual objects through454
the different steps as outlined above. For each individual super-455
nova we include the photometric uncertainty on the peak magni-456
tude as estimated from our GP analysis, a 15% uncertainty in457
the correction for MW extinction, a 150 km s−1 uncertainty458
included in the peculiar velocity correction and a systematic459
±3 km s−1 Mpc−1 error on the adopted Hubble constant. These460
uncertainties are then provided as error bars on the y-axis for the461

black symbols in Fig. 2. This shows that these magnitude errors 462
are generally small, mostly < 15%. 463

3.5. Final sample 464

The sample criteria so far have been strict and objective, with- 465
out dwelling on any individual SN. The three sample distribu- 466
tions in Fig. 1 actually all have the same mean values within 467
the errors, but the final sample is limited by statistics and four 468
objects at Mr ∼ −19 are significantly brighter than the model 469
limit whereas there are no objects left in the bin between −18 470
and −19. Here we review first the four final objects that are sub- 471
stantially brighter than the model limits. Thereafter we also look 472
individually on four objects with Mr ∼ −18.5 which were de- 473
selected due to their red colors, and discuss if these are also ro- 474
bustly brighter than the investigated limit magnitude. 475

3.5.1. The brightest 476

Four objects in the final sample have absolute magnitudes 477
brighter than −19. This is substantially brighter than the pre- 478
dictions from the explosion models, and also on the bright side 479
for the entire luminosity distribution. Although there are also 480
several SNe robustly around −17.8 which are challenging the 481
predictions, we first individually look at the top four. Treating 482
samples on an overall statistical level is certainly more objec- 483
tive, whereas scrutinizing individual objects can illuminate some 484
of the sample caveats. 485

– SN 2019eih / ZTF19abauylg: 486
This SN has a well monitored LC and the redshift is secure 487
from host galaxy emission lines in the SN spectrum. The best 488
spectrum is obtained on the P200 past peak, and is best fit by 489
a Type Ic template using SNID (Blondin et al. 2009). The 490
same is true for an early Lick spectrum, although templates 491
with SNe Ic-BL are also viable fits at that phase. 492

– SN 2019lfj/ ZTF19abfiqjg: 493
The redshift is secure from host galaxy spectrum (SDSS). 494
The LC is well sampled in the r band and peaks above 495
−19; it is poorly matched with SN Ia LC using SALT2 496
(Guy et al. 2007) . The classification is based on single host- 497
contaminated P60 spectrum. 498

– SN 2019qvt / ZTF19abztknu: Redshift also in this case se- 499
cure from host lines in late spectra. Well sampled LC. Secure 500
Type Ib classification from He lines in later spectra. 501

– SN 2020abqx / ZTF20acvebcu: 502
For this SN Ib, the classification spectrum from Burke et al. 503
(2021) includes also galaxy lines, securing the redshift (host 504
z also known from SDSS). Also SNID finds good matches 505
with a SN Ib at this redshift. The classifiers note that the 506
He I λ5876 is particularly strong. We do not have a detailed 507
spectroscopic sequence to secure the classification further. 508
The LC is not well fit with a secondary r-band Type Ia LC. 509

These are thus clearly luminous supernovae with secure peak 510
photometry and redshifts. Some of the objects have classifica- 511
tions based on low resolution and mediocre signal-to-noise spec- 512
tra from robotic telescopes, where the potential confusion could 513
be with peculiar SNe Ia or Type Ic-BL SNe. 514

3.5.2. The red 515

We also mention four objects with brightness significantly above 516
the theoretical limit, but which were excluded because they were 517
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slightly too red in Fig. 210. Looking also at these individual518
objects, we conclude that they are all positioned in large star-519
forming galaxies which is consistent with them suffering from520
some extinction. For 3/4 there were no previous host galaxy red-521
shifts, but our later spectra secure these from host galaxy lines.522
Again the light curves are well sampled and there are no doubts523
on redshifts or photometry. In all cases early robotic spectra are524
complemented with later specroscopy from larger facilities, and525
also here we have no reason to reclassify any of the objects.526
These are thus SE SNe brighter than the investigated limits, and527
any corrections for host galaxy extinction would only make them528
even brighter.529

The conclusion from investigating these individual SNe in530
the sub-sections above is that for some of the objects the exact531
sub-classifications might be questioned, but that overall we of-532
ten have multiple spectra and supporting observations also from533
larger facilities. Redshifts derived from the supernova features534
may come with larger uncertainties, but for the objects investi-535
gated here all redshifts were well established from host emission536
lines. There are thus clearly normal SE SNe that reach above the537
brightness limits investigated in this study. For the sample of 94538
objects, there were 29 such SNe (31%).539

4. Summary and conclusions540

In this paper we have presented the SE SNe from the BTS sam-541
ple. Starting with 129 selected Type Ib and Type Ic SNe from the542
BTS, we could present a first luminosity function for these ob-543
jects. This is shown in Fig. 1. The mean absolute magnitude and544
the rms for this distribution is Mr = −17.61 ± 0.72, and 36%545
of the SNe appear brighter than the limit of −17.8 that Woosley546
et al. (2021) suggested as the upper limit on the brightness from547
their radiation transport calculations based on state-of-the-art ex-548
plosion models. This already supports previous studies reporting549
large luminosities and nickel masses for Type Ibc SNe.550

A main driver in this paper has been to use the well charac-551
terised BTS sample together with strict selection cuts to weed552
out the normal SNe Ibc. One of the largest cuts in the selec-553
tion of the final sample was on the colors of the SNe. This was554
discussed in Sect. 3.2 and illustrated in Fig. 2. Correcting for ex-555
tinction would make the red objects to the right even more lumi-556
nous, further amplifying the discrepancy between the model pre-557
dictions and the observed luminosity function. Several of these558
bright and red objects are clearly SE SNe more luminous than559
the theoretical cut (Sect. 3.5.2). We also note the objects marked560
in blue that we have also de-selected from the sample. The ratio-561
nale for omitting these objects was not that they are affected by562
dust, but merely that they are outside the region of normal SN Ibc563
colors (Stritzinger et al. 2018). It is noteworthy that they are all564
more luminous than Mr = −17.8. Including some of these ob-565
jects would clearly push the luminosity function to even brighter566
magnitudes. Similarly, declaring some of them as normal, un-567
distinguished SNe would effectively push the black vertical line568
to the left, and also make the final sample more luminous.569

We have used the ZTF BTS sample and a series of selection570
criteria to investigate if normal SE SNe can be more luminous571
than Mr = −17.8. They can! This puts the ball back on the the-572
oretical model court, implying either modifications to the fun-573
damental core-collapse explosion models, alternative powering574

10 ZTF18abfzhct, ZTF19abvdgqo, ZTF20abqdkne, ZTF19abdoior.

mechanisms (such as magnetars), more sophisticated radiative 575
transport schemes to translate bolometric luminosities to pass- 576
band limits, or probably a combination of these. 577
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Table 1. BTS sample explorer criteria

Criteria Fulfilled

Quality Cuts:
Require pre/post peak coverage Yes
Require good visibility No
Require passes 2020B filter Yes
Require uncontaminated reference Yes
Require peak after May 2018 Yes
Require low extinction Yes
Purity cuts:
Require SN-like light curve Yes
Require galaxy crossmatch No

Table 2. Sample cut criteria

Step Criteria Number of SNe

1 Full BTS SN sample (from June 28 2021) 4496
2 Full sample after criteria in Table 1 3038
3 SE SNe 218
4 Type Ib (53) or Type Ic (76) 129

– Extract forced-PSF photometry light curves –
SNR = 5 sigma

5 Data quality cuts 119
6 Distance cuts, z > 0.015 112
7 MW AV < 0.5 mag 106
8 LC template comparison 94
9 Color cuts:

(g − r)10 < 0.77 mag 89
(g − r)10 > 0.51 mag 30
∆(g − r)10 < 0.2 mag 14

Table 3. Final sample of supernovae and their host properties

ZTFID IAUID Type RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) z AV,MW Host galaxy mgal
g

(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mag) (mag)

ZTF19abauylg SN 2019ieh SN Ic 16:42:10.83 +06:59:02.4 0.032 0.28 PS1 116382505450421219 19.33
ZTF19abfiqjg SN 2019lfj SN Ic 01:57:48.75 +13:10:34.2 0.089 0.15 2MASS J01574876+1310347 17.61
ZTF19abztknu SN 2019qvt SN Ib 03:09:01.53 +24:02:38.1 0.053 0.48 PS1 136850472563313667 18.91
ZTF20acvebcu SN 2020abqx SN Ib 11:52:24.66 +67:32:51.7 0.063 0.03 SDSS J115224.55+673251.3 19.16
ZTF18abecbks SN 2018ddu SN Ic 16:35:46.53 +71:41:15.1 0.030 0.12 CGCG 339-011 17.31
ZTF20aaiftgi SN 2020aut SN Ic 14:10:13.35 -06:49:20.7 0.034 0.10 50592 18.08
ZTF21aannoix SN 2021dwg SN Ic 14:18:15.96 +00:53:18.4 0.026 0.11 IC0992 16.64
ZTF21aaufwyh SN 2021jao SN Ib 10:20:52.91 +06:09:24.1 0.028 0.06 CGCG 037-007 16.85
ZTF19aakpcuw SN 2019bgl SN Ic 17:22:03.03 +59:06:53.3 0.031 0.08 CGCG 300-015 -
ZTF20aajcdad SN 2020bcq SN Ib 13:26:29.65 +36:00:31.1 0.019 0.04 SDSS J132629.19+360043.6 21.12
ZTF19acmelor SN 2019uff SN Ib 00:19:13.27 -14:23:52.1 0.027 0.09 MCG-03-01-028 16.43
ZTF19abqmsbk SN 2019orb SN Ic 17:40:34.75 +14:52:47.9 0.027 0.24 17403476+1452479 -
ZTF20aalcyih SN 2020bpf SN Ib 06:55:23.49 +27:43:19.0 0.018 0.20 SDSS J065523.49+274319.0 18.99
ZTF20abaszgh SN 2020ksa SN Ib 10:59:27.94 +46:07:28.4 0.022 0.05 SDSS J105927.82+460727.8 20.30
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Table 4. Supernova light curve properties

ZTFID t0 Mpeak
r Mpeak

g (g-r)10 τrise
r τrise

g τ fall
r τ fall

g trise

(jd) (mag) (mag) (mag) (day) (day) (day) (day) (day)

ZTF19abauylg 2458672.53 -19.39 (0.01) -19.27 (0.02) 0.67 (0.05) 2.73 (0.03) 2.24 (0.02) 16.34 (0.13) 9.86 (0.08) 11.49 (-0.02, 0.02)
ZTF19abfiqjg 2458686.51 -19.38 (0.04) -19.18 (0.04) 0.71 (0.04) 4.56 (0.27) 4.10 (0.19) 19.19 (1.30) 9.94 (0.72) 13.93 (-0.84, 0.13)
ZTF19abztknu 2458770.89 -19.04 (0.03) -18.70 (0.05) 0.72 (0.04) 7.63 (0.18) 5.34 (0.09) 33.17 (0.90) 12.84 (0.44) 36.26 (-0.94, 1.93)
ZTF20acvebcu 2459205.77 -19.11 (0.03) -18.75 (0.04) 0.59 (0.07) 6.19 (0.26) 4.47 (0.14) 25.52 (0.99) 11.97 (0.73) 23.37 (-1.84, 1.18)
ZTF18abecbks 2458315.93 -17.89 (0.02) -17.43 (0.02) 0.77 (0.06) 3.99 (0.08) 4.29 (0.10) 25.82 (0.33) 17.35 (0.40) 13.07 (-0.29, 0.20)
ZTF20aaiftgi 2458885.06 -17.92 (0.04) -17.71 (0.05) 0.61 (0.08) 5.03 (0.58) 3.88 (0.27) 21.33 (2.30) 11.07 (1.10) 18.63 (-3.58, 3.97)
ZTF21aannoix 2459292.43 -17.90 (0.02) -17.49 (0.02) 0.77 (0.07) 2.11 (0.35) 2.43 (0.16) 27.92 (0.52) 19.08 (0.53) 20.63 (-0.49, 0.64)
ZTF21aaufwyh 2459338.45 -17.86 (0.02) -17.63 (0.02) 0.67 (0.04) 5.05 (0.11) 3.97 (0.07) 16.80 (1.33) 9.67 (0.55) 25.07 (-0.59, 0.41)
ZTF19aakpcuw 2458542.32 -17.76 (0.02) -17.40 (0.02) 0.63 (0.13) 2.29 (0.27) 0.77 (10.0) 32.11 (0.60) 22.16 (0.48) 16.54 (-4.36, 1.60)
ZTF20aajcdad 2458887.76 -17.60 (0.01) -17.59 (0.01) 0.68 (0.05) 2.34 (0.03) 2.12 (0.02) 17.62 (0.18) 9.52 (0.10) 14.19 (-0.27, 0.23)
ZTF19acmelor 2458802.23 -17.50 (0.04) -17.08 (0.06) 0.72 (0.07) 3.15 (0.43) 3.78 (0.31) 33.38 (1.63) 17.25 (1.67) 13.37 (-2.44, 0.98)
ZTF19abqmsbk 2458733.76 -17.59 (0.06) -17.23 (0.04) 0.70 (0.05) 3.74 (0.35) 4.41 (0.12) 26.05 (1.39) 13.09 (0.69) 18.73 (-0.65, 0.67)
ZTF20aalcyih 2458899.23 -16.76 (0.02) -16.48 (0.02) 0.69 (0.09) 3.58 (0.12) 3.59 (0.12) 36.75 (1.19) 11.64 (0.97) 23.08 (-1.13, 0.68)
ZTF20abaszgh 2458997.73 -16.73 (0.03) -16.73 (0.02) 0.56 (0.16) 2.57 (0.20) 1.76 (0.11) 11.29 (0.69) 9.96 (0.46) 6.33 (-0.72, 0.25)
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